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Online Course Schedule
Spring 2021

[Dates noted in Schedule]

Online Session 1 | January 11-March 5
Introduction to Humanities [AR210]
Dr. Darryl Meekins
Explore the humanities through the examination and discussion of select artistic, literary and philosophic works of Western
civilization. Students will exercise hermeneutic, critical thinking and communication skills, while uncovering the power of these
works and texts to express and/or form a worldview. Ultimately, students will confront their own worldviews in light of these
competing visions of reality in order to better understand, embrace and share the Christian worldview.
Principles of Bible Study [BI100]
CSU Staff
Gain an introduction to various tools of Bible study and a methodical and inductive approach to study of the Scriptures, basic laws,
and principles of interpretation. This course includes opportunities to practice using the tools, methods, and principles.
Bible Survey [BI111]
Paul Golden
Survey the Old and New Testament. Major dates, events, characters, theological passages and themes are studied from Genesis
to Revelation.
Academic and Researched Writing [EN121]
Britney Sewall
Learn and develop your ability to communicate clearly and effectively in written and spoken word. Emphasis is on academic
writing style, employing rhetorical strategies and the processes for researching and writing.
World Religions [EV220]
Dr. Paul McGuinness
Take a survey of the history, doctrine and philosophy of major non-Christian belief systems. The presentation of the gospel to
meet the unique needs of each group will be emphasized. An analysis of each belief system in reference to its cultural, political
and geographical setting is developed. World religions studies and analyzes other religious systems in a systematic manner. Also,
appropriate evangelistic methods for each religion/worldview will be considered.
History of Western Civilization & Thought I [HI111]
Susan Cagley
Get an introduction to the seminal events, ideas, thinkers, and works of our Western civilization. The primary means of investigation
will be direct interaction with poetic, philosophic, and historical texts in the light of divine revelation granted in Scripture. Underlying
ideas, which influence deeds, will be the focus in the examination of the flow of history and thought from the creation account in
Genesis through the Greco–Roman World to the beginning of the Modern Era (approximately 1600).
American History II [HI206]
David Muse
Survey the history of the United States from the end of the Reconstruction Era (1877) to the present. Attention is focused on the
social, intellectual ad cultural threads of American history.
Living Well [HP101]
Sherrie Holloway
Gain a better understanding of the mechanics and components of fitness and wellness as it relates to the biblical principle of body
stewardship. The intent of this course is to help each student realize and practice the value and role of wellness on a philosophical,
physiological, psychological and personal level.
American Literature II [LI222C]
Carleigh Smith
Survey three major literary movements that have occurred since the Civil War: Realism, Modernism, and Postmodernism. Examine
the development of American thought revealed in these great works. This writing-intensive course requires reading, discussion,
and critical thinking. Readings will center on primary works and writing assignments will predominantly consist of literary analysis.

Preparing Christ-Centered, Career-Ready Graduates.
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Worldviews: Humanities and Science [PH206]
Scott Hicks
Take an interdisciplinary examination of worldviews with the humanities with an emphasis on the role of science. Look at modern
science through the lenses of history, philosophy, religion and popular culture to understand the nature of science and its proper
place in our lives. Note: This course is an upper level course normally taken after completion of Science, Bible, and
Theology classes.
General Psychology [PS100]
CSU Staff
Get an introduction to the field of psychology as a scientific discipline concerned with the study of behavior and cognitive
processes. Included is a survey of fields such as biological bases of behavior, sensation and perception, learning, motivation and
emotion, cognition, development, personality, intelligence, social behavior, abnormal behavior, and counseling.
Earth Science Survey [SC202]
Dr. Jonathan Henry
Study of the fundamentals of geology and astronomy, emphasizing the biblical teaching of a literal six-day creation and a universal
flood for interpreting scientific data.
Building a Biblical Lifestyle [TH120]
Dr. Dwight Peterson
This course will help you to develop a philosophy and strategy of godly living that will guide you for a lifetime. These foundational
concepts for successful Christian living include developing a biblical world view, ethics and patterns of behavior; Bible study;
prayer; and making biblically informed choices.
Theology Survey [TH211]
Joshua Littler
Survey eight of the major divisions of theology—the doctrines of the Bible, God, Christ, Holy Spirit, Man, Sin, Salvation and Angels
(includes Satan and demons).

Online Session 2 | March 8-April 30
Principles of Bible Study [BI100]
Dr. Kenneth Pyne
Get an introduction to various tools of Bible study and a methodical and inductive approach to study of the Scriptures, basic laws
and principles of interpretation. You will have opportunities to practice using the tools, methods and principles.
Bible Survey [BI111]
Nigel Black
Take a survey of the Old and New Testament. Major dates, events, characters, theological passages and themes are studied from
Genesis to Revelation.
The Church’s Ministry [EM200]
Dr. Darryl Meekins
Study God’s corporate purpose for and design of the Church. Special attention is given to the value and necessity of edification and
outreach being accomplished through a community of saints. The Church’s activity in education, worship, fellowship, evangelism
and missions is considered.
Academic and Researched Writing [EN121]
Britney Sewall
Learn and develop your ability to communicate clearly and effectively in written and spoken word. Emphasis is on academic
writing style, employing rhetorical strategies and the processes for researching and writing.
Writing Across the Disciplines [EN122]
Britney Sewall
Gain an overview of reading, discussion and writing throughout various academic disciplines. The coursework seeks to strengthen
reading and writing skills and establishes connections among biblical studies, psychology, literature and other areas of the
humanities.
World Religions [EV220]
Dr. Paul McGuinness
Take a survey of the history, doctrine and philosophy of major non-Christian belief systems. The presentation of the gospel to meet
the unique needs of each group will be emphasized. An analysis of each belief system in reference to its cultural, political, and
geographical setting is developed during the semester. You will have an understanding of the world religions studies and be able
to analyze other religious systems in a systematic manner. Also, appropriate evangelistic methods for each religion/worldview will
be considered.

Preparing Christ-Centered, Career-Ready Graduates.
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History of Western Civilization and Thought II [HI112]
Jessica Preusser
Get an introduction to the seminal events, ideas, thinkers and works of our Western civilization. The primary means of investigation
will consist of sustained interaction with primary texts in the light of divine revelation granted in Scripture. Ideas which influence
deeds will be our focus as we examine our Western heritage from A.D. 1500 to our present century.
Living Well [HP101]
Sherrie Holloway
Gain a better understanding of the mechanics and components of fitness and wellness as it relates to the biblical principle of
body stewardship. The intent of this course is to help you realize and practice the value and role of wellness on a philosophical,
physiological, psychological and personal level.
Worldviews: Humanities and Science [PH206]
Scott Hicks
Take an interdisciplinary examination of worldviews with the humanities with an emphasis on the role of science. Look at modern
science through the lenses of history, philosophy, religion and popular culture to understand the nature of science and its proper
place in our lives.
General Psychology [PS100]
Faye Moore
Take an introduction to the field of psychology as a scientific discipline concerned with the study of behavior and cognitive
processes. Included is a survey of fields such as biological bases of behavior, sensation and perception, learning, motivation and
emotion, cognition, development, personality, intelligence, social behavior, abnormal behavior and counseling.
Physical Science Survey [SC200]
Dr. Jonathan Henry
Get an introduction to the fundamentals of matter and energy, emphasizing the biblical teaching of a literal six-day creation for
interpreting scientific data.
Marine Biology and Ecology [SC254]
Peggy Wright
Get an overview of the marine environment. Basic scientific principles will be applied to the study of marine organisms and their
diverse ecosystems.
Building a Biblical Lifestyle [TH120]
Dr. Dwight Peterson
Develop a philosophy and strategy of godly living that will guide you for a lifetime. These foundational concepts for successful
Christian living include developing a biblical world view, ethics and patterns of behavior, Bible study, prayer, and making biblically–
informed choices.
Theology Survey [TH211]
Hebert Boutilier
Survey eight of the major divisions of theology—the doctrines of the Bible, God, Christ, Holy Spirit, Man, Sin, Salvation and Angels
(includes Satan and demons).
View course descriptions and other information in the Clarks Summit University Catalog. [on CSU website]

Contact Information
For questions and help enrolling in CSU/BBS online courses, contact the admissions department:
Ms. Anna Howell (undergraduate and graduate)
ahowell@ClarksSummitU.edu
Mrs. Terry Perrine (seminary)
tperrine@ClarksSummitU.edu
If you are a current student, contact your advisor to get enrolled in courses:
Ms. Beth McGrew (undergraduate and graduate)
bmcgrew@ClarksSummitU.edu
Dr. Ken Pyne (seminary)
kpyne@ClarksSummitU.edu
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